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When I'm "right,"

Among life's dyin g
embers These ar e
m y regrets:

Volum e VI-Number 14

n o one remembers.
When I'm " wrong,"
no one forgets.

NEWARK STAT E COLLE GE. UNION, NEW J ERSEY

F ebruary 10, 1966

POLICY CHANGES RECOMMENDED TO GOV.
BY FIFTEEN NEWARK STATE PROFESSORS
Sligh t l nconsistancies Stud.

Ask For Policy Voice
In response to a request by Governor Richard J. Hughes for
a statewide dialogue on higher education. a group of Newark
State professors sent a letter to the Governor to which they at tached a number o( policy recommendations. "These recommendations." stated Dr. Louis Raths, "should not be misconstrued as
faculty reaching for
admini- W
strative power. Dr. Rath s,
Distinguished Service Professor at tlus college and key
signer of the letter cited t h e
second paragraph in section
one (complete text page 4) in
which it is stated, "We want
e<lucational policies to be formulated by the (acuities." Dr.
Kenneth Benson, Faculty Association President a d d e d,
"We do not just want to be
told; we want to be consulted''
When asked what the term
"administrative structure" referred to in the first paragraph
both Drs. R aths and Benson
and Dr. John Kinsella stated
that this denotes the S t a t e
Boa ,-d ol Education.

M.A.A. Phys Ed
Department Rift
Widens
The rift be•tween the Physical Education Department and
the Men's Athletic Association
grew to greater proportions
during exams when the t w o
parties c!-isagreed on the policy
of distribution of meal money
for the basketball squad.
The M.A.A. executive board
unanimously passed a ruling
at their Dec. n meeting to
appropriate the meal funds to
a selected team member, who
in turn is to alot a set sum
to the other members. Th e
Physical Education Department
( Continu ed on p age 7)

O

R~hts
cy asses

b y Mazy An tona kos
Students rights and responsibilities were enumerated and
endorsed with the passage of
the Basic Policy Declaration
on Students Righ ts and Responsibilit ies of the Newark
State College Student Organizalion at the January 21st meeting of the Student Council.
(see text pg.5)
Ray Torrella proposed the
motion to pass the d .. claration wh ich was initialed by the
National Student Association.
The first three pvos1s1ons
listed under rights might be
termed the "prohibitive" section. These three oncern " due
p r o c e s s". "double jurisdiction" and "unreasonable action". The yare an explanation
of how the student has th e
right to expect not to be treated.

Wilk in s and Goheen meet to dis cuss future plans for h ighe r
education.

Woodrow Wilson Univ.

Off the Mark- Gohee11
" Premature and badly

~-""---.......,....,;;;.,;;;...,-- the mark" -..-• t -

- - - - We be-ia.-,·e, :.lated D r . B...:n..

son, th a t th e Commissioner of
Education , as head of a d epartment which encompasses
nursery school th rough college,
has too m uch to d o. The State
Board itself, added Dr. Raths,
has admitted that it is understaffed. We believe that the
problem would be better remedied by a separate g r o u p
res ponsible for higher education not by an addition to the
existing department.
Section three of the reco111mendations includes, "O n c e
certified for designated purposes, the development of educa tional s tandards, of programs of instructions, the making of continuing modifications
of the program, would an d
rightly s hould be the responsib ility of the local institution
so certified." Comment mg on
this sentence Dr. Kinsella said
"the State Colleges should be
given more freedom within a

;s~

Council

budget. .. and s hould n ot have
to wait for decisions from the
State Board." His ideas we r e
echoed by Drs. Benson a n d
Raths and by Mr. J ohn P. Ramos, Assistant to the P r e s ident. Mr. Ramos aiso seated
that this sentence denotes a
des ire for more autonomy at
the loca l level and "the administration at Newark State is
for that."
He added that the essence of
the document is "freedom plus
responsibility" but that "the
( .::ontinue d on page 5 )

The rema1runa eight
guarantee the s t ude nt
right exercise basic
freedoms within the college env iron menl. Specifica lly, mentioned are fr eed om of t h e
press, "the right of every student to establish and Issue
students directed publications
of any student government, faculty and/or admini stration
censorship or pressu re" and
freedom of assembly, "th e
right of every student and authorized student groups to present speakers of their choice
on the college or university
campus."
The responsibilities 1 i st e d
( ::;ontinued on page 5 )

off
u..-d.

by D r. Ro~rt Goheen to desc r ibe the proposed r ecommend ation that the state colleges be united into a " Woodrow Wilson State Unive rsity."
Goheen, president of Princeton University and chairman
of the powerful Citizens' Committee for Higher Education,
made his feelings known in
a letter to Gov. Richard J.
Hughes.
Goheen further stated in the
letter that "at their present
state of development - even
if t a k e n collectively and
placed under a single, separate board-they (the six state
colleges) cannot be conceiv-

Newarl{_ State Gets Least

Of Proposed College Funds
Of the $50 million lo be earmarked for higher education under Governor Richard J. Hughes' proposed slate income tax, approrimately $20.4 million will go to the six state colleges. Newark State
College will gel the smallest
portion of the allotment, approximately $1.5 million.
On Wednesday, January 12,
1966,
Governor Hughes announced the breakdown of the
monies for the New J ersey mstilutions of higher education,
with Rutgers University to gel
almost half of the proposed $50
million the first year. Th e
monies for the 1966-67 fiscal
year will provide for the expansion of classr oom space,
a nd will provide facilities to accomodate an additional 8,890
students. The proposal is also
designed lo speed the changeover in the state col leges from
teachers colleges to liberal arts
institutions.
Newark State College will be
alloted $70.000 for a classroom
addition, a nd $400,000 for an ad-

d ition to the recently completed auditorium, lo be used for
instructional space. $100,000 is

Gov. Hugh es
iime to act!

no w is the

scheduled for the conversion of
the library to offices, and a
new vocational education building will be constructed with an
aid of $850,000 under the plan.
Also proposed is a $100,000 allotment to be utilized- for a new
general classroom building.
Though the $50 million to be
obtained through the state income tax for New Jersey's public institutions of higher education is far less tha n the amount
suggested by a non-partisan Citizen's Committee, if passed, the
plan will be the first major
step taken by the state to remedy the present lack of college
space in New J ersey. Arter the
fi rst year of the tax, the
amount provided for college construction costs is to be $30
million.

ed to constitute a u n iversity
obi, • -

word...

a ianitican\ teat of that

.Ho_

_., - - - - -- -

vie w with the I NDE PENDENT
on Friday, Fe,bruary 4, Goheen
state,::! that his previous statement should not be taken to
mean t hat a state college
could not develop into a university. Also that he was
not questioning the performance of the state colleges at
-p r e s e n t; nor downgrading
their status as an institution
of higher learning. Goheen was
on campus to meet with Dr.
Wilkins on the future of the
state college system in New
J ersey.
D u r i n g the in terview, Go
heen stated that " increased autonomy at the local administrative level is a necessary
ment of the state colleges. Under the proposed Woodrow Wilson plan, the six state colleges
would be under a single Board
Governors which in turn would
(Contin ued on page 6)

NSA Marches
In Protest At
St. -J ohn's Univ.
On FJ:.K!,:iy, January 29, t 11e
National Student Associatio:i
sponsored a march in protts:
of the December dismissal of
thirty-one professors on the faculty of St. John's University.
Both the Quee ns and B r o o klyn campuses of the university
were sites of the march v.-:1i h
began a t 12 noon and last~d
until 6 pm that evening.
Ben Fein of Queens College.
Reg ional Vice - Chairman of
N.S.A. and N.S.A. Co-ordinator
for Queens staled that the
march was expected to turn
out sixty people for demonstra( Continued on page 7}
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EDITORIAl,
Since December of 1965 there ha been a gr eat
deal of public discus ion of the critical st ate of
high er education in ew J ersey - particularily in the
Stale College .

One of the major point of di cu ssion h as been
-finan ce. tate aid t o high er education in the pa t
]1a b een somewhat les than adequate. However,
with the almost certain enactment of a broad-ha ed
tax ( income or ales ) , the end of a period of n eglect
appears at an end. But is it r eally? The propo al
by Govenor Hugh es cites $50 million for the tate
Colleges and University; one half for Rutgers and
the remainder for the six tate Colleo-es.
" ' e r ealize
0
that one i the " State" Univer ity, but can so unequitable a divi ion be justified ?

Another major decision affecting the tate Colleges is the move to establish a liberal arts curriculum. ~That will happen to this " new breed' ' ha
yet to be determined. It appears that they will be
" non-e ducat10n
. " ma1ors
.
tak.
·m g t l1e ame education
orientated program~ a all "education" maj or . Anyway, it looks nice in the catalog.

Since December there has been a !rrea"t deal of
"'

discu ssion. Now eve1·yone is waitino-0 for h' e elom1ent
'1
words and grandoise plan to b e carried out. Bv next
December we hope to see visible r esults. B1;t one
must be patient. R em eber, the future of higher education i in good hands - they know what is right
all the time; a little bird told them.
~

The INDEPENDENT will be publishing during the months
of January and February while J uniors and S eniors are
doing s tudent teaching. In order fo't lhe paper to meet u s
deadline, stude nts are needed to help. We ask all freshmen
and sophomores who are interested in working on the paper

i

Sound and Fury
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garbageman to the garbage ov-

In R espon e

ens."

T o the Editor:
The other day, as I joyously
sat down to read that literary
masterpiece, the INDEPENDENT, an interesting article
struck my eye (the left eye,
the right one is a little weak).
There it was, "The Shadows
and the Shows of Me n, " by
J .J. Clarie, telling of Johnny
MacAndrews and how he was
willing to fight for his country.
Oh, what a heart. rending tale.
I was ready to put the paper
down with the thought t h a t,
" Gee, that was a nice story,·•
until I read the rest of Mr.
Clarke's article.
Well , I greatly appreciate M
Clarke's fighting for this country, and I sincerely admi:·e his
patriotic spirit but his thinking
has some strange un-American
ideas. You see, Mr. Clarke, the
thing that makes this country
so fine, the thing that makes
is something that Johnny MacAndrews and you were willing
to fight for, is that this country
allows everyone, even the gar1bage men to speak up and be
heard. The point is that if you
do not elt the garbagemen
speak, who determines who the
garbagemen are? You,
If your proposed filtering system was used in the past, I
am sure that many people
would have called Lincoln a
garbageman for trying to abolish slavery. I am sure that many people today are calling Pre·
s iden t Joh n son a ga1·bagem
because of his c ivil r ig h ts a nd
foreign policy views.

But, we let Lincoln speak and
we let Johnson speak. Now, even I agree, that the conscien.
tious objector that spoke h e r e
on campus is no Llncoln or
J ohnson. I think he is a gar1bageman, just as you do. Now,
if this fellow was in the Soviet
Union or Nazi Germany, they
would have shut him up. They
shut up every dissenter a n d
look what happened. The government ,b ecame all - powerful
and if it wandered off the right
,path, nothing was there to stop
it. If someone told Hitler he
was doing wrong, he undoubtedly shouted, "Garbage, take the

H ave faith in co I I e g e stu.
dents, Mr. Clarke. Sure, they
swallow a lot of garbage, but
this country has always spit t
garbage up and eaten the yummies. If this country gets too
selective about what is put on
its plate, then pretty soon, we
are liable to find just one kind
of food available, like Hitlerbu
gers.
Barry T aback, '69
Math Major

A n Active Group
To the Editor:
Re : To my " In" College Friend
Nu Delta P i, my fraternity,
yes is a wildly active group to
be sure. Everyone around and
about campus is fully cognizant
of Pi's athletic endeavors such
as inter-fraternal football , and
of Pi's parties, be they private
or in mass bashes, also known
as Pi-Go-Go.
Why then are my brothers so
uninterested when the chore is
simply to gather pr aise for a
service job well done. I refer
specifically to th e Second Annual Christmas party given Dec.
20th for the Depr ived and Depraved child1·en of V alley settle
ment House in West Orange.
An outstanding committee of
Alpha and Beta B roth ers, chaired by Pi's Vice President John
(Tink) Reynolds organized and
presented a varied seasonal program including a Y ule P ageant,
Ca rol singing, folk singing and
musical selections by .J o h n
Ulichny and H ank Ca llahan, piano and guitar respectively.
Carmen Restain o was orator
for the Pageant segment while
C'narlie R ichter, once again gentle reader, portrayed the kindly
old gentlemen with pillows and
fuzz. And of course, P i no longer being the "small fraternity"
the list of people who helped
with baking stuffs a nd handing
out riot guns and h a nd grenades, dolls. ties, an d other toys
yes the list of people w o u 1 d
sound l ike maybe we were reshooting Ben Hur or .something.
But at any rate now you know
what my in - school brother s
have been doing since they are
too shy to write about th e m-

selve although I
wish they
would rather than I.
One year later, Nu Delta P i
is a lot more than we thought it
would become on November 9,
1964. It is still a child. It stumbles. It falls. But it gets up
again, and again, and again.
T.E.T. (Alpha Chapter)
Nu Delta Pi

The T ender Trap
To the E ditor:
The Sophomore Class Executive Board and Congress cordially invite all sophomores to
attend the Sophomore Dance,
"Tender Trap" to be held on
Februnry 12, 1966, at 8:00 p.
m , . in the Main Dining Room.
Tickets for reservations will
be on sale Monday , February
7. until Friday, February 11,
in the College Center. W e
strongly urge all sophomores
to come out and support their
class.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Cupido
Public Relations Chairman
Sophomore Class

till Waiting
To the Editor:
I, as an individual, but
speaking for many, feel that
the present system of distributing grades is both delayed and
outdated. Most of our scheduling is done by computer, therefore, does it not seem feasible
that the machines be programmed to distribute grades
and thus eliminate the two
week span between en d of se.
meslel' and p o s ting of g r ad.es.
Surely a college of our size
and efficiency must be able to
reduce this span of time.
Probably the reply to this
will be that the college is trying to remain on a personal
basis ·with the student, so that
he, the student, is a person and
not a mere number. G r anted,
this is a good aim, but it
should be kept on a studentprofessor level. This college is
most certainl y growing a n d
something will have to be
dropped, no matter how wellintentioned it may be, in fav.
or of progress.
A Student Still
Awaiting His Grades

to stop in the office and s ee us ~fore clas ses end.

The Editors

..

.

•.

YOU SAY
You're waiting for the Humanists to have another Nudist speak.
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YOU SAY
Your co-operating teacher thinks you're a Communist?

YOU SAY
The last time you tried driving to the dorms you had three warning shots
fired at you?

·--

YOU SAY
The INDEPENDENT should only know what YOU know?

IS THAT ~THAT'S TROUBLING YOU,
BUNKY?
Write Sound and Fury
C O

INDEPENDENT
(we aim to please)
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FRAGMENTS:

Inter -Fraternity Sorority

Gethsemene -- Twelve Years After Hitler
Twelve Years 100 Late 'fo Do Anything
by J . J . Clarke

BY M I KE LUSSEN
It's off we go again, with a hearty "Hi O Silver!" to examine
another integral aspect of college life. This week we take you to
that dennison of debauchery, drunkedness, and frustration. We
refer to the fraternity "open" booze party. It doesn't matter
which fraternity sponsors this veriture, by the way. The crowd in
attendance is always t,he same.
blur. Sometimes the exotic
Scene: The Evergreen Lodge
dances look strangely like fist
or the Polish
American
fights.
Hall;.
And still the orgy continues.
If you happen to be in the
Time: Late.
bar, you will hear some men
In front of the huge room a
assessing the situation. "Gee,
loud rock and roll b a n d I don't know; there's at least
screams to the beat of our vi- two girls for every guy here,
brating eardrums. Everyone but I can't seem to get anyis in good spirits. The milk of where."
human kindness ooozes like a
At the tables, the beer goes
purple cloud. Conversation is
typically on a high 1 e v e l : down parched throats by the
"Waad' ya mean I'm drunk, gallon. Occasionally it comes
ya shun of a bish." In the up again.
center of the room scores o f
By midnight, the band has
frenzied bodies dance to th e reached its peak. E lectric guilatest choreographic craze tars, electric basses, drums,
the Spasm. The floor is an inhorns, strained vocal chords
teresting collage of old• w o o d,
and feedback all combine to
spilled beer, and broken glass. form one harmonious (?) efOn this floo r , fifteen girls can fect: loudness. Every twenti1be seen at any given time
eth number they play a slow
writhing ecstatically in too song. Thank God.
tight slacks. Standing on th e
side, forty-two guys w a t ch,
I n the corner of the room a
waiting for the slacks to split.
s m all circle of girls analyze
Well , college is a broadeni ng
the entire affair: 'Well, there
exper ie nce.
must be about t wo guys f o r
every girl here, b ut I 'm n o t
Over a t the door, a twelve hav ing any luck at all."
year old has just made the
By now, everyone is under
scene, a fter bor rowing his br o- the affl uen ce of inkahol . Somethe1··s old college I .D . H e imt imes th e fist fi gh ts I o o k
mediate1y pt·ocee ds t o try and
s trangely like exotic d ances.
make it with the freshman
The crowd, in its enthusiasm,
girls. Puberty is a wonderful sweats profusely. This is why
thing.
people don't touch anymore
Now the shifting shapes and when they dance. There is no( Continued on page 7)
forms take on a kaliedescopic

1;h~ thunde:heads away off in the west churnedand changed and went from grey to black in a
swirling, rollmg mass of melancholy across the sky. It was like a charcoal sea above me, and I
stood, ver y small and unimportant, outside the barbed
wire entanglement that s u r rounded a place called Dachau,
in Germany, in the year 1955 twelve years after Hitler's ovens had been shut down, twelve
years too late to d-o anything
but stand mute under the grim,
relentless sky and consider the
alimony that Man pays for his
terrible errors.
A German Army jeep stood
guard by the main gate of the
Concentration Camp. I walked
over to the jeep and sal uted
the two German soldiers. T hey
were Gefreiters - Pri vates in
the Wher macht Army. I told
them that I would like permission to walk around inside the
compound, and I thought that
my German was passable, b ut
they did not seem to understand.
"Verstehen
nicht."
" We
don't understand," they said.
They shook their heads. I looked at them. They were just
kids like me: they couldn't
have been more than eighteen
or nineteen, either of them. I
wondered whether guard du ty
and rifle dr ill were the same
for them as they were for me.
Finally, one of the p r ivates
said something to the other
anc!.- they waved me in through
the mai n gate.
I walk ed in to the com poun d .
From what I could see, the
buildings looked - incredibly like billets for a childrens'
summer camp. T hey wer e d ecrepit now, but you could see

The Draft-Student Deferments
Harder To Get, Harder To Keep
by Robert Moore
(CPS) There is a good chance that the SelectiveService System wi}) announce within the next week
a return to the general ideas of th estudent deferment policy of the 1950's.

Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
director of the Selective Service
System, said last week th a t
L t. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
director of the Selective Service
System, said last week th a t
draft deferments for college
students will become more difficult to obtain because of an
increasing
manpower needed
in Vietnam.
"We have been very lenient,
and therefore the system can
stand some tightening," Hershey told directors of the Selective Service System in 10
southern states. The directors
were meeti ng in the first of
three regional meetings to discuss deferments.
Hershey said the prospective
draftees must have "better reasons" for
requesting deferments. He said he wanted to
get the views of all the state
Sel ecti ve Service directors on a
proposal t h a t would restore
Korean War standards that
made it hard to get deferments
and hard€-r still to keep them.
This will mean that for the
first time
since the K orean
War students will be yanked
from colleges and universities
and p ut into the armed services. U nlike the present system, s tuden t deferments will
be given sparingly.
Right now, everyone who is

taking a full - time load at an
accredited college and is heading toward a degree in roughly - a straight line, is
granted a student deferment.
The 1950 plan, however, was not
so generous. It was based on
two yardsticks by which local
boards w e r e to determine
whether a student was academically qualified to be given a
deferment.
The first yardstick was class
rank. The university gave to
local boards each student's
class rank in quartiles - a system changed only three years
ago.
Washington suggested guide
lines for satisfactor y work. They
were, basically, that a student
at the end of his first year of
college should r ank in the upper half of his calss; at the
end of his second year in the
u pper two - th i1·ds; and at the
end of his third year in the
upper three - fourths of his
class.
(If the Selective Service System elects to use the same
guidelines today, th en a college
stud e n t would be considered satisfactor y if h e h a d a 2.74 at the
end of h is first year, a 2.62 afte r his second year and a 2.65
after his third year. The figures
a r e based on the 4.0 system at

the University of Michigan
Find your own local statistics.)
If this were the onl y standard, the system would be disastrous to students in the better
colleges. The 1950 system, however also used another yardstick to equalize the difference
between schools: an optional,
vol untary test.
If a student thought he was
ranked too low in his own
school to get a deferment but
was well - educated in comparison to other students in the
nation, he would take the national test prepared for th e
Selective s'ervice System by the
Educational Testing Service an
Science Research Associates.
When the test was first given
in 1951, 53 per cent of the
freshman, 62 per cent of t h e
sophomore and 71 per cent of
the juniors passed it. T he results var ied widely with t h e
schools, however; at one college, only 35 per cent passed
it, while at another, 98 per
cent h ad a passing mark.
The test appears to have been
weighted toward the sciences.
Sixty - eight per cent of t h e
freshman engineers passed i t ,
while only 58 per cent of the
freshman in humanities did so.
St u dents in t h€· ,p hysical sciences a!ld mathematics had a
( Continued ori page . 5 )'

that they had once been new
and imposing. To my left was
what looked like a shower
building. I remembered the
summer camp I had gone by
as a boy, and I remembered
the kids, laughing and- shouting
under the cascading weekly
showers. This building looked
almost like a shower building almost, but not quite. It was
as though whoever had designed it had had in mind
something
more permanent
than the exuberance of children: something more final
than a shower. It was perhaps
forty feet long and low-sl ung,
seven or eight feet high. It
was built of cement and the
only door was metal, deeply
pitted and, scarred, and it was
hanging half - open on o n e
hinge.
This was the place, I thought.
Gethsemene, the place of betrayal.
I bowed m y head to g e t
through the low doorway and I
went into the building, remem,bering my history. This was
the place where the Jews
were led, naked and afraid,
talkin g a n d singin g in their
own langu age. Th e Nazis had
told them that they would have
showers here in this building
a nd that they would be de-loused• a nd issu ed n ew clothing.
The Jews had belie ved the m ,
so they had crept through the
nar row door way, underneath
the sign that said "brausbad",
shower - bath, feeling t h e
n earness of their quiet G o d

who was everywhere and who
would protect them now. And
when they were packed in
tightly, they heard a hissing
from t h e eighteen showerheads, and i t was Cyclon B
Gas, not water, that was coming out. of them. And when the
Jews realized what was going
to happen to them, they had
fallen on the floor, covering
the chilcJ.ren and women with
their bodies. But the gas descended on them in thick, ropy
layers and when it ate holes
into their screaming lungs,
their bowels and their bladders emptied themselves involuntarily.
I looked at the walls and at
the floor and I could see the
abortive scratchings a n d initialings. Near my foot there
was a Star of David. H alf a
Star of David, really. Th e re
were only three points to the
star, but that was enough.
I gazed out through t h e
door at the d-eep, thick-muscled clouds in the soundless sea
above me, and I thought of the
children who had died screaming o n this floor, not e v e n
knowing the reason for their
death as the gas got into their
bloodstreams and sent their
tiny bodies jackknifing i n to
paroxysms of agony . . .
T he Germa n
wavi n g

sol die~s

a t m e from

the

were
j eep.

It was time to close Dachau
for the night. No one wants to
stand guard at Dachau after
the sun has set. My feet scuf( Continued on p a ge 6 )

Fred Flugg's On The Go
Tours Florida, Union'
The I NDEPENDENT'S Star Reporter packed off and went to
Florida, and typical of Fred Flugg's luck, the snows followed·.
But Freddie has accomplished many things for good old Newark
State.
Freddie spent two days at the University of Florida's two college unions;
their present
al fee.
building and the $5.4 million
What really excited Mr. Flug
structure the 17,000 students
was the policy for reservation
will move into in September.
of rooms . Anyone - student,
Freddie writes us that t h e
faculty member, organization
new building is magnificent;
that recreation facilities i n - or administrator must pay a
fee to reserve a room. These
clucJ.e bowling alleys, billiard
monies, writes Freddie, supplement the union fees and activity fees that support the union.
The old college union will be
given to the university for clas
rooms and offices.
After writing, Freddie w a s
leaving for the University of
Miami and from there he will
travel to the University o -f
Georgi-a; but he wants to make
sure t~t everyone knows that
a colleg1!' union is more than a
place to furve coffee and relax.
"All the unions I have visited.
have rboth the facilities and the
programs to appeal to every
student on campus. If a fellow
is looking to relax, debate,
view T.V. or a movie, listen to
a lecture or a concert, the untables, television lounges and a
barber shop. Our man on the ion will provid€· these · activities
scene was particularily impres- and many more. Newark State
sed with the l andscaping, es- lacks these things and there is
pecially th e artificial lake. Ball- a definite need for them. Who
rooms, two theatres, and pub- can enjoy a prom in a cafeteria
lications offices highlight t h e or coffee in an over-crowded
interior of th e new structure. snack bar? If we want better,
Freddie tells us that the thea- we'd better make sure we get
better," says your pal Freddie.
tres show movies for a nomin-

...

Page,

Council Hears..Report
Of .St. John's Mar~h
B y Meg Morgan

"student centered, activities."
Sophomore Tim Flynn w a s
nominated and elected the new
Council Representative of the
Sophomore Class to replace
Sunny Kimowitz.
Plans were also revealed for
three programs to be sponsored by the United States Na-

Tosun Bsyrak
Painting in
Little Gallery
Paintings by Turkish artist
Tosun Bsyrak, were exhibited
at Newark State College in the
Little Gallery of the College
Center. They •w ere available
for public inspection from J anuary 11-J'anuary 31, 1966. There
was also a reception for the
artist on January 11.
The artist was born in Istanbul, TUl'key, in 1926 and
now is an American citizen. He
was the originator and n ow
the director of the Internationa l Artists' Seminar now going
into its fifth year at Fairleigh
Dickinson University.
Mr. Bsyrak received his B.A.
degree from Roberts College in
Istanbul, then studied art at
the Academy of Fine A r t s
there. He a lso studied at the
Graduate School of Architecture, University of California
in Berkeley, and the Courtauld
I nstitute of London University.
He has won many prizes for
his work here and abroad. His
work is in private collections
in the United States, Canada,
and abroad. One patron of his
is General Gursel, President
of the Turkish Republic. Other
owners include the Turkish
Emibassy in Washington, D.C.,
Fordham University, F airleigh
Dickinson University, Monmouth College, Newark Museum, and the Guggenheim
Museum.

ra maintained that the origin-

"Council
wanted its own project." A proposal to keep the project under the auspices of S t u d e n t
Council was passed, a committee was formulated, and funds
were allocated for the project.
al feeling was that

Mr. Record reiterated Council's policy toward the Physical Education Department
M.A.A. dispute, and stated
that he has mad,e clear to the
Physical Education
Department the Student Council's position: "Funds that would be
dispersed. . . would be handled
by the men of the M.A.A."
Other m a t t e r s discussed
were Dennis Deverin's appeal
to have the Executive Board
act for the Finance Board in
emergencies. This p r o p o sal was rejected as a violation
of the by-laws. The announcement of Joe McLaughlin's resignation from Council prompted an explanation from Mr.
Record that the Freshm an
Class does not lose his v o t e,
since he was not voting as a
representative.

December 17, 1965
Governor Richard J . ttui:nes
State House
Trenton, New Jersey
Dear Governor Hughes:
This is a communication from a
number of major professors at Newark State College a11d it bears upon
your efforts to improve higher education in the State of New Jersey.
We appreciate very much what you
have done. Wanting to be of some
assistance to you in this very significant work, we attach hereto a n umber of paragraphs which we believe
should help to guide the formul ation
of policy and procedures by those
who will administer the n ew structure.
Many more names of major professors would be attached to this document had there been more time between the announcements in the
press and of the closing of our college
for the Christmas holidays. We believe that the faculties who have not
signed are similarly appreciative
of what you are doing and what
your Committee has done thus far.
Respectfully submitted:
Louis E. Raths. Distinguished
Service Professor for the
Professors listed below:
Professor Kenneth Benson
Professor Howard Didsbury
Professor Jane Guinnane
Professor George Hennings
Professor John Hutchinson
Professor John Kinsella
Professor Margaret Kirk patrick
Professor Charles McCracken
Professor Eva Wagner
Professor Selma Wassermann
Professor Edward Zoll
Pro!essor Robert Polglaze
Professor Irene Reifsneider
Professor Rocco Lorusso
Professor Regina Garb
1. No matter what structure is finally determined upon, we are hopeful that new poJici,.es will be followed. Our past experience with the
administrative structure now operatin~ leave much to be desired. Policies are not clear; are often inconsistent; are frequenUy made on the
spur of the moment by impulsive action of those in control, and are often ignored or abrogated or reversed on very short notice.
2. We believe t-hat the faculties
should elect official representatives
who would be members of any committees appointed whose responsibility it is to choose presidents, deans,
and the chief adrnrnistration oHicer
of higher education in New Jersey.
Moreover, we believe that the filling
of these important posts should follow clearly stated procedures which
wnuld serve as a guide in making
responsible choices.

Your Help

by Kathe Krueger

Students can now receive
credits for t u t o r i n g. I n a
unique Education elective, interested students at this college are provided the opportunity of working with a child
twice a week in fifty minute
sessions with a third meeting
being a double period semin ar during which all of th e
tutors will discuss their problems and questions under the
guidance of an instructor.
Dr. Selma WasseJ·man, w h o
proposed the co u r s e, stated
that though the p r o g r a m
is similar to SCATE, there is
no
connection between the
two. Dr. Wasserman also explained how this work w i 11
be of a different nature from
practicum. Here the student
has an almost ideal situation.
Away from classroom problems the student can concentrate on learning and how the

child learns, thinks, and feels.
The student will be completely
involved in the situations which
will be pragmatic and enable
him to see viewpoints other
than those of middle cl a s s
children.
Many problems have arisen,
mostly concerning transportation. In the original plan,
the school was to have provided transportation, however, at
present, the burden of transportation has been put on the student. It is understood th a t
car pools will be organized,
since all students will tutor
in the same school.
Though the course is experimental during the Spring
Semester, D r.
Wasserman
feels that it will grow. If this
does happen, more teachers
will be a d d e d and more
schools contacted, so that all
interested students will h a v e
the opportunity to participate.

Do you want to sell your kitchen sink?
Can you fix a TV thats on the blink?

standards, of progt·ams of Instruction ,

Can you mend a broken chair or door?

Once certified f or designated purposes. the development of educational

the maklng of continuing modifications of the program, would and rightly should be the responsibility of the
local institution so certified. Proce-

dures insuring responsibility in these

matters should be clearly stated and
a most important step in such procedures should involve faculty participation in the decision. Upon complaint from individuals or groups or
professional societies of the State of
th
;;,re1:Jigifon !oSJt:}e c~~~l~~tofa~ig~~
vestigation into the situation and render a judgment.
4. There is not in existence at the
present time an agency which takes
responsibility for the orderly a n d
harmonious development of the college as a whole in terms of the expansion of physical facilities. We need
and we want a planning agency which
co11centrates on the physical and educational development of higher education in New Jersey with specific
reference to state institutions. Such an
a~ency could and should provide a
climate for responsible participation
by local faculties in projecting long
range plans for the total effective
functioning of the college and would
also share in the consideration of architectural designs in the interests of
beauty and the best uiUization of the
resources available in our state. The
same would apply to masters of decor, furnishings, and equipment. At
the moment, little concern ls evidenced for the proper role of faculties in detennining the use of r e sources available now and expected to
be available in the future. In carrying on this important work we see
the need for frequent use of outside
consultants and we believe that a.II
of this important work should be done
in the light of J'olicies formulated by
the State Boar of Higher Education.
5. In cooperation with the faculty,
we recommend that the State Board
of Higher Education formulate polistandards for promotions, and standards for retention. The responsibility
ment of staff and recommendations
Standards for appointment of faculty,
cies which would give direction for
for decisions relating to the appointfor tenure and promotion would be in
the local institutions and would be
made in the light of J'olicies set
forth by the State Boar of Higher
Education and all of this within t he
agreed lump sum budget.

involve consistency with poUcy
guides for such action formulated by
an e lected faculty committee or senate.

Needs

UNIQUE, ELECTIVE OFFERS
CREDIT FOR TUTORING

3. We believe that certification
should consist in the largest measure
of certifying an institution for professiona l and-or technical purposes.

Plans for the Aud,itorium
6. We see a great need for a Jump
Festival Dedication, the course sum
bud~et which may include line
which can be transferred
Evaluation, and the upcoming items
through judgments arrived at by reelections were also discsssed. sponsible procedures which would
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-~Fa<;ulty Sends Letter to Gov. Hughes

INDEPENDENT editors Bobbi Kowalski and Alice Warren appeared· before the Student Council meeting of February 4 to give
an account of the march scheduled by St. John's University on
January 29. Both editors visited the Jam aica campus of the University and described both administrative and personal reactions
to the march. (see st o r i e s
page l and 6) In answer to tional Student Association: a
queries by Council members, Presidents' Conference
(a
the speakers stated that a
meeting of all presidents of
small percentage of participa- New Jersey college student ortors were actually St. Joh n's ganizations); a Conference on
stud.ents; many came f r o m
Academic Freedom; a n d a
other New York Colleges and Poverty Conference. At the
from as far away as Virginia.
poverty conference "student
They interviewed Father Tin- leaders of state colleges in
nellv, the special council to New Jersey who are not aware
the administration, who w a s of the poverty of the s t a t e"
"uncommunicative", and also
ihe Council President, who wou ld meet and, "live in these
said that after requesting ex- conditions of poverty for three
planations and being de n i e d days,'' according to Student
these, Counc_µ decided to aban- Council Vice-President, Frank
don further inquirie!': in the Nero.
best interest of the students.
Plans were discussed for the
The speakers also stated that
upcoming
project to be sponthey· were told by Sl. John's
personnel that "complete aca- sored by Student C o u n c i l,
demic freedom was not possi- which would bring speakers to
ble in a Catholic University" Newark State. Don Merwin,
1because of the pu1,pose a n d head of the committee preparprinciples of such a universiing the project, stated that the
ty.
program is of such a nature
In the area of communica- that it and the money allotted
tions, Council President Al Record read a letter from Dean for it should be turned over to
Samenfeld, listing his e~ecta- the Programming Committee
tions of building additions. of College Center Board,. AnDean Samenfeld also recognized nette Bruno and Pat McNamathe pl'oposal of the new College Center Building and said
that it would be supported by

THE INDEPENDENT

7. We feel a great need for a
campus climate which would be conducive to the strengthening and honoring of higher education in the State
of New Jersey. As a significant step
toward this important goal we believe
that there s hould be much greater
participation on the part of faculty
or its representatives, in major policy decisions. We want to share in
the important task of working as
guardians of the finances available
for use in higher education.
\Ve are concerned with many more
things than have been listed in this
brief summary and shall be glad to
d'iscuss these matters at greater
le ngth with those who a r e in p ositions of r esponsibility in the n ew
structure for administrating highe r
education in New J ersey.

A roommate you ai·e looking for?
Do you think you can type papers /or money?

WELL
Don't just sit there, Honey !!!
Cash in- don t let your talent ~ hide-
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T HE I N -DE P E N D E N T

STUDENT GOVERMENT:
FACTS AND FANTASIES
by FR ANK N ERO

Student Council
( Coniinued fro m page l)

make it the duty of the student
to attempt to create for himself a full academic life and
then to coordinate that life
with his role in society.

In response to a request by Governor R ichard J . Hughes for
a statewide dialogue on higher education, a group of Ne.wark
State professors sent a letter to the Governor to which they
Speaking on the declaration,
attached a number of policy recommendations. "These recommendations," stated Dr. Louis Raths, "should not be misconstrued as Student Council President Al
Rec02·d stated that the purserve the status quo, while
anything, these areas and their pose behind the document is
amassing scholarships, praise
relationship must be considered to guarantee that the righ ts
from administration, faculty,
from the view point of the stu- upon which this country is
fellow students, and the newsdent. Specifically, I feel t h a t established are available withpaper?" The question is unanthe main areas of concern to in the smaller environment of
swered and tbe truth about stuus a r e education, academic the college, a democracy withdent governments vary from
freedom, co-curricul ar p r o - in a democracy.
campus to campus.
grams, student services, comThen what about this campus
I mmediate ly following th e
munity involvement, and interand our student government?
national programming. Th i s passage of this declara tion, it
Does it serve a real purpose
side of our student government became the responsibility of
for me, Student Newark
varies greatly from the con- t he members of the Student
Stale College style? What are
cept of many people at this Organization at this college to
the goals and areas of concern
college who look upon it as uphold what is stated.
and responsibilities of ou r stubut one of the many extracurdent council?
ricular activities that concerns
According to Newark State's
itself primarily with social and
catalog, "the student council
The Newark State College Student
recreational m11tters.
Organization recognizes and believes
meets regularly to take action
that the educattonal process if foreThere
are
many
question
that
or make recommendations on
most m unyielding search for knowland truth and that the essenissues of concern to the stu- need answering concerning Ne- edge
tial
vehicle for the success of the
dents. It sponsors various items wark State's student govern- educational process is a dialo~ne
next few among the persons who constitute
such as a subscription to a box ment. During th e
the academic community. The Newark State College Student Organizaat the Metropolitan opera, Stu- weeks I s hall attempt to an- tion
recognizes the rights and redent Leadership Confer::>ncP, swer these and any questions sponsibilities of the students to participnle equally in othe dialogue conthat
you
might
have
concernscholarships for foreign stucerning thoe purpose of the university. While recognizing the necessary
dents, and an annual Carni·:al." ing our student government. diversity
of roles of facult:v, adminAnyone
who
wishes
to
exp1·ess
istration. and students. the Newark
Is this then the "true pic·.ure"
State College )Student Organization
any
thoughts
he
might
have
are
of what our student gcvernaffirms the essential dignity of the
welcome to do so in a letter students as a person So that this digment is?
nity may be insured in the fulles t
to the INDEPENDENT.
measure of educational op~ortunity
This concept of our !"ludent
What Student Council has done affnrrl d, we assert the fo. lowing:
RIG HTS :
council is a shallow one; it
this year to meet the needs,
I. We recognize the right of every
does not explain in de1)th our
to the fullest extent of subproblems and interests of the student
stantive
and procedural due process.
purposes & achievemen•s. Stu2. We recognize the right of evstudents, in the area of educa- ery
s t udent to freedom from double
dents of this college are bound
tion w ill be the topic for next jurisdiction. No academic institute
together by common goals,
should prosecute its students for offweek's article.
campus mis-conduct, provided t h ': y
common needs, and common
do not claim to represent that institution.
problems. These are the areas
3. We recol!nize the ri!!ht of eYery
student t o protection from any unof concern our student governreason :'Ible and arhitr;:iry actions l)y
ment has addressed itself tomembers of the faculty and-or the
( Continued from page 1)
adn,inistration
wards.
4. We recol!nize the right of every
student to participate in the poltcyIf the word "student" in stu- wording in spots may be misdecision-making process of the unident government is to mean construed by those who are versitv.
5. We recognize the right of every
not conversant with our col- student to estat>lish democratic stuNOTICE
dent government with the authority
lege." He chose not to cite any to administer, legislate. and adjudiRecreational Swim Periods "specific spots" stating th a t cate in all areas within its constitutional jurisdiction and with Pdefor the first half of the Spring these would be discussed at a quate democratic safeguards against
the abuse of power.
Smester:
meeting of the faculty associa6. We recognize the right of evr y student to participate through
Monday 4: 00-5: 00
tion "the professional organi- ehis
student government in setting up
Friday 12: 00-1: 00 - 4: 00-5: 00 zation where these m a t t e r s activity fees and in allocating these
fees
and other activity funds.
JUDO CLUB APPLICANTS
should be discussed." The F-a7. We recognize the right of ever:v
organization to be recognized
All N.S.C. gentlemen inter- culty Association has end02·sed student
upon filinl? a statement of purp'>se
ested in joining the Newark the document.
and a constitution. provided that the
constitution or purooses shall not inState Judo Club may obtain apAs to the comment that the clude discriminatory c lauses as to
race or to relieion except where
plication forms at the informa- proposals were "poorly word- the
avowed purpose of the organization desk. Please return forms ed" Dr. Raths stated that he tion is to hring toi?ether membPrs
of one specific reliJ'(ious group. We
to:
r ecognize the right of the
did not understand what was further
authorized student organizations too
use the name of the institution. ReBill Lewis, Mailbox 290; Dave meant. Dr. Benson added that cognition
may be revoked uron proof
English scholars might criti- of the group's
violation o its own
Richter, Mailbox 639.
statement
of purpose or of the reguThere will be a preliminary cize the manner in which the lations of the
institution.
8. We recognize the right of stumeeting at 2:00, Feb. 9, in ideas were stressed but both dent
or11anizattons and students to
the East Room. Attendance is he and Dr. Raths agreed that use campus facilities subject to
such unifonn re"nlations ~s are re"the
document
says
exactly
essential.
quired for scheduling meeting times
and place~. provided the facilities
what we want to say."
for the purpose contracted.
When asked to explain the are9. used
We recof"nize the right of every
students
,md
student grouo
"impulsive action" cited in the to present authorized
speakers of thPir ch"ice
SEE MORE IN EUROPE
first paragraph Dr. B e n s on on the college or university campus
10. We recoenize the right of evTHIS S U MMER, see it better
stated, "Two we:•ks ago I pick- ery s tudent to establish and issue
directed publications free or
and save tra ve ling with
ed up the paper and discover-' student
any student government, faculty,
ed that we would be the reci- and-or adm inistrat ion censorship or
NSA - a choice of 33 flexiaimed at controlling editorpients of an $850,000 vocation- pressure
ial policy or staff appointments and
ble tr ips of 21 to 63 days with
removal.
al school at Newark State. To
other college and gr aduate
11 . We recognize the tight of evmy knowledge neither the fa- ery student to freely exercise his
students using s pecial rates
full
rights as a citizen. He may parculty nor this administration ticipate
in off-campus activities in
for travel. accommodations,
was notified beforehand." Dr. connection with local. national, organizations for intellectual, r eligious, soR aths added, "First we heard cial, political, economic. or cultural
admiss ions. etc. available
He may pubish and diswe weren't going L i b e r a 1 purposes.
only through NSA . Trips to
tribute his views w ithout impairing
his standing in the institution. proArts,
then
we
heard
we
were,
Europe, Israel, Latin Amerivided he does not claim to reprethen we heard we weren't, sent that institution.
ca and the Far East. tSudent
BILITIES:
then we were - First we were RESPONSI
l. We recognize the s tudent's res hips available. Write for
sponsibility
to devote himself to edu•
going to accept 300, now it's
cation. realizing that it is a total
free book : U.S. Nation al S tu50. This is an example of an process which r equires not only the
of facts. concepts. and
action which might be termed accumulation
dent Association, Dept. Z. 265
methods of inquiry, but also the
gaining of an understanding of soimpulsive."
Dr.
Benson
comMad ison Aven ue. New York ,
ciety and his unique role in that soplained of the "inconvenience" ciety.
N .Y. 10016. A non-p rofit or 2. We recognize the student's reof having one privately locat- sponsibilitoy
to seek, discuss, and prog anization for students.
ed phone for every s ix faculty mulgate the truth.

NSA Policy

0

lnconsistancies
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members in the new c 1 assroom building scheduled f o r
construction this spring.
Drs. Raths and Benson commented that the proposals are
not an attack on the Newark
State Adminisfration but a docu ment written with the good
of t he students in upper most
position ,

3. We r ecognize the s tudent 's respons!bility to evaluate his extra curricular activities, deterinining j f
their role and !unction is consistent
with his educational experien ce.
4. We recognize the student·s responsibility to r espect t he professional in tegritv of t he members of the
faculty and admin istration.
5 We r ecognize the s tude nts responsibility to make himself cognizant of the r e gulations of hls institution and to comply with t hem: :vet.
h e must also have a r ectpo ns ibilit"
t o question these r egulations and
to offer constructive c riticism of the
institu tion's academic and non-aca-

P age S

Young Republica.n s
Slam Extremists
A demand that Arthur Miller, Elizabeth Young Republican
Chairman, resign his post was issued on January 31 by Vincent G.
Fest, Elizabeth Republican city chairman. The alternative offered by Festa was that Miller disassociate himself fr1om the "Rat
Fink" faction of the Y o u n g
Republicans.
State
Young
Republcians
" I will personally call on chaired by James J . Fulcomformer
Young
Republican er. The Newark Staters will ofChairman James Mc Gregor fer resolutions at the. county
wbo has conducted the Eliza- convention on March 5 in an
beth YR group for the p a s t effort to bar members who are
two years, to establish M i l - associated with the Ku K 1 u x
ler 's right to be chairman due Klan, American Renaissance
to former activities," s tat es Party, John Birch Society and
Festa.
the Communist Party and to
Festa also intonated that eliminate the threat of Rat
MiJtler's move into Elizabeth Fink domination.
was d o n e
secretly a few
A complete Rat Fink sla te
months ago and he opined that
Miller's move into Elizabeth has been nominated for unopden. Festa declared that Mill- posed election at the county
er had been active during the convention and Fulcomer has
San Francisco Young Republi- stated that the Newark State
can Convention and has been YR's will seek a suspension of
known to be associated with the by-laws to permit a group
the Rat Finks. Festa believes of true conservatives to oppose
the Rat Finks.
it is time to "clear the air."
Also opposed to the "R a t
The Rat Finks are considerFink" faction are the Newark ed to be extreme right wing

Student Draft
(Continued fr om p age 3)
64 per cent passing figure, compared with 59 per cent for stu-

dents in the biological sciences and 57 per cent in the
social sciences. Only 48 per cent
in general arts and 42 per cent
in gusiness school passed it.
The lowest scores were education majors; only 27 per cent
of them passed the test.
A 1·eporl published in 1951 reported that many of those who
took the test were enabled,
through it, to get a student deferment even though they would
not have gotton one through
class ranking. 52 per cent of
the juniors in the lower quarter
of their class were able to pass
the test; 42 per cent of the
sophomores in the lower third
passed, and among freshm~n in
the bottom half, 35 per cent passed.
How well did the 1950 system
work
First, it worked efficiently. Of
1.2 million youths who reached
181h in the 12 months preceeding the Korean War, 65 per
cent either enlisted or were
inducted, 22 per cent were physically or mentally unfit, and only 13 per cent "escaped" active service. Of this 13 per cent,
many served in reserve units,
so actually far less than 13 per
cent avoided their draft obligation.
If the Vietnam War achieves
the proportions of the KOJ:ean
conflict, one can expect a n
equal effect on today's young
male population.
The 1950 system had s o m e
serious effects, however. B e sides the consequences to the
65 per cent who had to take
two or more years away from
their peace time pursuits, there
was also a ser ious effect on colleges . The 1950 system cu t into
the student populaion and many
small, liberal arts colleges ran
de...eply into the red. One small
school was forced to dismiss
30 per ce nt of its faculty demic policies.
6. We recognize the student's responsibility to uphold the academic
integrity of his educational institution.
7. We recognize the stud ent's respon sibility to involve "hi mself in t he
larger community be yond the u niversity-, understand ing that his position
as student offers him the tools of
criticism and intelligent participation
which are the effective means of
social chan ge and p rogress.

and a number of their mem,b ers have been accused of being responsible for racial and,
anti-Semitic songs wh ich were
distributed at both the YR
state and national conventions.
Miller has denied knowledge
of these songs.

P oll Su ccess
33 P ercent
Return Forms
by Sande Goldber g

Freshmen and sophomores
recently had an opportunity to
air opinions of their courses
and instructors, and completed the final half of the course
evaluation poll sponsored by
the Student Organization. T ogether w i t h those forms already completed by juniors
and seniors appr oximately 33
per cent of the total number or
full-time day students responded, and the last of the evaluations are now being compiled.
The response was sufficient
for an impartial survey. This
is the first time students at
Newark S tate had this opportunity t o c1·iticize
t he ir
courses. T he Studen t Organization hopes that both students and faculty will benefit
since the students have been
fair a n d objective in t h e i r
comments.
The results of this poll will
be made known in several
weeks. A statistical analysis of
the evaluations will be available to students, while the instructors ·themselves will r e ceive his'---a~tual evaluations,
with any cemments the s t u dents made included. "W i t h
the success of this poll, others
will be made in an effort to
have the best courses a nd instructors to insure N e w a r k
State students the best possible education," stated Frank
Nero, coordinator of the poll.
mainly young instructors without tenure. Companies reported
sever e shortages o1 engineers;
in J une, 1951, a survey of com. panies showed that there was a..
need for 80 ,000 engineers, yet
19,000 would-be engineer s wer e
scheduled for the draft.
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~Administration Seen As "Bad Guys"
As St. John's Skirmish Continues
"Charge: 31 teachers w e r e
ffre<l without a hearing."
"Answer: Not one of the
teachers was 'fired'. The University chose simply not to
renew their contracts."
The above quote taken from
Fact Sheet No. 1, part of a
series released by St. J ohn's
admin.istra tion beginning January 10 of this year, is the
administration's explanation of
ihe dismissal of 31 professors
from the Liberal Arts College
of St. John's University.
On January 29, we visited,
St. John's J amaica campus to
see if the situation can be
e,rplained in so few words.
Aside from obvious security measures, St. J ohn's, at
first glance, appeared to be
functioning as any o t h e r
college in the midst of exams. After talking to s o m e
of the students, however, our
first impression was altered.

Committee On
Hazing ListsMain Purposes
by Ge ri Churik

"Hazing is an all college activity and it is expected that
the entire college w ill participate completely." This is the
policy statement of the Hazing
Committee headed by Arlene
Selanika.
The main purpose of the
committee is to have the entire
student body w an t to participate in hazing. To have freshm~n informed is the next important purpose. This would be
done during orientation w e e k
through a skit performed by
sophomores and juniors. It
would present to i n c o m i n g
freshmen examples of what to
expect during the three days of
hazing and Senior Court. Miss
Selanika stated that the final
purpose of the Committee is to
impress upon the freshmen a
feeling of belonging and a desire to join other activities on
campus.
The reformed hazing tradition will take place the third
or fourth week aiter classes
have begun. Prior to the actual hazing there will be a
_meeting of the present Freshman, Sophomore and Junior
Classes, sponsored by the Hazing Committee in March or
April. The purpose of the
meetings will be to instruct
each class in what will be expected from them. I n conjunction with the Hazing Committee, each class will have representatives chosen at the class
meeting to form committees.
These committees will be organized to fulfill the stipulations designed for their class.
The final goal is to have the
Freshman Cl ass, co - ordinated under the Hazing Committee, determine the requirements for the incoming class
and set up standards to wh ich
all sophomores must comply,
These are the goals a nd purposes as agreed upon by the
committee m embers. Before
a ttempt ing to fulfill their int entions, they m ust present th e
program to Student Counc il
a nd obtain permission to car ry
it ou t.
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Beneath the air of composure,
many students ha1,bored dissatisfaction with the a'ction taken by the administration.
We found it was not simply
a matter of faculty dismissal,
,but that they were dismissed
at a critical time in the semester two weeks ibefore
finals. Students were concerned with the value of a semester grade given by a new professor on the basis .of t w o
weeks work.
"We d-efin.itely agree that the
administration has a 1 e g a l
right to dismiss these p.rofessors", said the students in a
recent newsletter, "But do they
have a moral right? We seriously question the value of a
degree issued under such circumstances." Student J o e
Muenkel explained, "R i g h t
now the admin.istration are the
bad guys; t.hey have to prove
themselves the good guys." W e
ques tion the administration's
ability to reconcile a semester's work to a student.
A number of students have
contemplated or are actually
in the process of transferring
to other colleges. "A lot of
good stuckints are leaving,"
said one, "but it's hard to
do so now." Theology and
Philosophy credits are from
St. John's are not acceptable
at some other colleges.
Th ough most studen ts d o not
sanction the action taken by
the administration, many are
resigned to the fact that they
can do nothing about it. "There

SophsPrepare
A Discussion
Of Religion

is a large number who feel
that injustice has been done,"
said Luke Carbone, Editor in-Chief of the Tor ch. campus
has waned because the adnewspaper, "but this number
ministration has said,, in s o
many words, 'you can stand
on your head until D oomsday.
No a ction will ,b e taken'."
The Torc h's editorial policy
has been pro-faculty throughout the disagreement. E ditorials have expressed the students' desire and r ight to
know the facts •b ehind the dismissal of their professor. Adv isor to the newspaper h a s
abdicated a 11 responsibility
and disaffiliated- himself from
the newspaper. Editors intend
to continue their editorial policy, but see no explanation
from the administration i n
sight. Said Mr. Carbone, " Wh e n
St. J ohn's is celebrating its
100th anniversary in 1970, the
pickets will be celebrat ing
their fourth.''
Student Governmen t
h a s
diminish protests and concentrate on the students' better
interests. A boycott of classes was planned, but later cancelled because of disorganization and the belief that such
action would be detrimental to
the students' ed-ucation. "Stu
dent Government is not proadministration or pro-faculty,
stated Preside nt J ohn Curran,
" but pro-stud en t."
Studen ts attend classes and
new professors teach them;
the process of learning at St.
John's goes on. But an un comfortable situation still exists. A student says, "It's quieted down now; dropped t o
page seven in most newspapers. But it's far from over."
Next Week: The Administration Speaker.

Gethsemene

The Sophomore C 1 a s s of
( Continued from page 3)
Newark State College is pre- .
paring to sponsor a "Religion
fed over the cracked, bleached
Seminar" to be held sometime
earth as I walked toward the
in the near future.
jeep, which was parked outside
The Seminar will be held for
the main gate of an obscure
approximately one hour, one
railroad junction, only a few
night a week for five consecum iles from Munich. A place
tive weeks, and will be open
called Dachau.
to the Administration, Faculty,
,and Student Body.
The Army is the same in evSpecial invitations will ,be ex- ery country, I remember thinktended to students of surround- ing. You do what you are told
ing high schools, the purpose to do. They tell you to wear
of which is to invol ve the com- your hat at just such and such
munity with college activities. an angle, and you do so. They
Attendance will be taken, and say O.K., Sargeant, tur n on
an
"extrac urr icular
certifi- the gas, so you turn it on and,
cate" issued for perfect at- you're not supposed to think of
tendance.
anything else. I was going to
Although no names have as ask the German soldiers if
yet b e en announced, five they didn't hate the Army
speakers will preside, one from sometimes, if they didn't want
each of the major religions of to just say the hell with everythe world. Each speaker w i 1 1 thing sometimes and go on
discuss the basic question, ,h ome to their old jobs and their
"Does God Exist? " and, will old girlfriends.
briefly outline the main beliefs
But they looked happy there,
of his particular religion. A with their.· easy duty outside of
question and answer period the main gate at Dachau, and
will follow, and attendants will all three of us were a little
have the opportunity to per- drunk with the wine of being
sonally speak to the lecturer. young and strong, so I did,n't
Gloria Cordero, Chairman of ask t hem about the Army. I
the p roject, states, " The pur- di dn't say anything.
pose or main o,bjective of his
Once, for a moment, as I
project is to acquaint students stood
beside
the jeep,
I
with t he doctr ines of the ma- thought I heard a low m oanjor r eligions of tghe w o r 1 d ing behind me coming from inthrough exper ience and per- side the barbed wire comsonal inquiry as we]] as to en- pound. But it was nothing; it
compass the su rrounding com- was only the November wind
m unity in college a ffairs ."
playing in the s keleton t rees.

P·a rade, Queen, Homecoming
Slated For Unio.n Au Go Go
Newark State's Carnival, traditionally held e a ch Spring. will
this year include Homecoming for a lumni, a Name Program, and
Parents' Day, in addition to the usual Carnival activities.
"Union A Go Go" is the theme for 1966 Carnival which will be
held during the weekend of May 6, 7, and 8. All proceeds will be
donated to the Student Union
Building Fund.
Sunday, May 8 , to give parents
The weekend will officially special opportunity to share in
the major occurrences of t h e
begin on Friday evening, May weekend.
6, at 5 p.m. with a float paA Name Program to be prerade around the campus. Candi- sented on Sunday evening will
dates for Homecoming Queen, be the major innovation of "Unchosen by the student body, ion A Go Go." Plans are bewill be featured in the parade. ing made to contract both
" J ay and, the Americans" and
Following the parade, p r o - " The Crystals" for the Name
fessional entertainment w i 11 Program, according to Mis s
be presented in eith er the new Sandr a Orletsky, faculty advisauditorium or the adjacent or of the Carnival Committee.
The audience will have the opparki ng lot, where the Carnival
p ortunity to see both performis to be held, at 6 p.m. Among ing groups.
the entertainers under considMembers of the Carnival Comeration by Carnival 'Commit- rn.ittee are Tom Caloia, Fred
tee ar-e "The Chiffons."
Mark s, D o n Merwin, T i m
In
addition to Car n.i val • Flynn . The Committee asks for
par ticipation and cooperation
games, activities on Saturday,
from a ll Newark State students
May 7, include two shows for lo make the Carn.ival e ndeavor
children which will be present- successful.
ed by the Theatre Gwld beT ickets for Carnival events
tween 10 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. in will be sold in booklet form
the new auditorium.
with reduced rates for Newark
State stud ents.
Special event for the alumni
on Saturday will be the Homecoming Banquet to be held at
6 p.m.
WAR REN COVINGTON a nd
his OR CHEST RA will highlight
Saturday evening a t a semi-formal dance to be held in t h e
Main Dining Room from 10 :15
to 1 :00 a.m. Preceding th e ,
semi-formal dance a presentation of a one-act play and variety show will be offered by
the Theatre Guild. Alumni who
purchase tickets to the banquet
and the dance may attend this
entertainment gratis .
Carnival will center around
"Parents' Day" activities o n

Woodrow Wilson
( Contin ued from p a ge 1)

be subject to the State Board
of Education.
Defending the Woodrow Wil.
son plan is Dr. Frederick L .
Hipp, Executive Secretary of
the New Jersey Education Association, one of the four
groups sponsoring the i d e a.
Dr. Hipp accused Goheen of
downgrading the State Colleges and providing for 1 i t t 1 e
hope of quality education for
the youth of the state. Th e
other three groups in favor of
the proposal are the State Federation of District Boards of
Education , the State Association of School Administrators,
and, the State PTA Congress.
The university pl an provides
th at the university be required to submit a lump sum budget to the State Board, b u t
would then be given a free run
with its expenditures. T h e
•board would a lso appoint the
presidents and deans of all the
state coll eges, Dr . Gohee n
proposes that ea ch'col1ege be
given fiscal antonomy within
its budget. On the whole, his
pl an favors the state college~
working lnde,pendently, each
h aving its own board of governors. The situation at present has the s tate colleges
submitting minutely d e t a i led budgets to th e State B oa rd.

HAMLET
isn't hard
when you let
Cliff's Notes
be your guide.
Cliff's Notes
expertly summarize and
explain the plot and
characters of more than 125
major plays and novelsincluding Shakespeare·s
works. Improve your
und.e.rstanding - and your
grades.-Call on Cliff's Notes
for hetp'-in any
literature course.

125 Titles in all - among
them these favorite s:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter • Tale
of T" o Crt res • ~•ob, O,ck • Return of t he
Native • The Odyssey • Julius C.,esar •
Crime and Pun1shn1en1 • 1he Iliad • Great
Expec tations • H uckleberry Finn • Kmg
Henry IV Part I • Wut he nn~ He,ghts • King
Lear • Pride and PreJud1ce • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gull1ve r s l ra vels • Lor d of
t he Fl,ies

$1 at your bookseller
,,./'>v..
or write,

--lliffldnti&..

CLIFF'S NOTES, INC,

letNoJ Slal,iN,

lite""-"""·.... ,
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Footnotes
(Continued from page 3)
thing to hold, on to that isn't
soggy. (As an English Major,
incidentally, I don't sweat, but
sometimes I perspire lightly. )
The lines £or th e rest rooms
have now gro\\--n to be four
blocks long.
Finally the band stops playing, the cops attack the crowd
with billy clubs, and people
begin stagger ing out of the
hall. As they limp off to their
respective cars. meditating upon the reality of Monday morning, we bid t hem farewell-until next weekend, that is, when
again we all play our 1 i t t I e
roles; bit parts in a "cast of
thousands."
God, ain't we got fun?
(CPS) - In the type of news
story that seems to come only from England, the B a 1 t imore Sun reports that a pub
in the town of Rhosnessny has
asked the local woman's college to keep the girl students
out because their foul language shocks the patrons. The
main patrons of the pub are
miners and s teelworkers.

MAA Phys. Ed.
( Continued from page 1)

feels it's the coach's job to
disperse the funds.
At the ne:i..-t meeting on January 20, the ruling was again
discussed and all executive
board members remained in
favor of it. However, there
was deep concern over th e
fact.. that the team did n o t
stop for thefr meal after the
Hunter Colle,e game because
of the dispute.
Basketball Coach William
Sullivan maintained the Deiparbnent feels that since they
pay all the other bills for varsity athletics, there is no reason why they should not pay
the meal bills also.
Although the NI.A.A. f e el s
their ruling is more convenient for all concerned, they also feel the root of the problem is in the control of funds.
The executive board members present expres,sed t h e
view that as a student organization with a budget from
student fees they should have
complete control of t he i r
funds. Assistant Treasurer Jim
Masterson said, ''I see no reaon why we can't ,pay and receive all monies as all th e
other student organizations do,
and I feel it is the d uty of
this board to see that the M .
A.A. again exercises a ll its
rights and duties, including
this one."
.John Berardo, lhe
Recording ~retary
future of the entire
Organization a t stake
said:

Board's
saw the
Student
when he

" I think if we do not regain
the control of our funds, the
future of the M.A.A. and the
entire Student Organization is
at the stake. If we loose our
right to receive and pay our
•bills to the Physical Education Department then the entire financial structure of the
Student Organization will be
disrupted."
The Physical Education Department Chairmen, Mr. W .
Zwiedinger; has currently asked for a complete list of accomplishments and, activities
of the M.A.A. and no immediate solution seems in t h e
making.

NSA Marches
( Continued from page 1)
tions on each campus. Th e r
were approximately t h i r t y
marchers on each c a m p u s ,
consisting of students from colleges in New York City, Harvard University, Boston College, and the University of
Virginia.
Demonstrating with the s tudents was Dr. I srael Kugler,
President of the United Federation of College Teachers . In
an interview with the INDEPENDENT, Dr. Kugler and. representatives of his organiza .
lion stated that the University
has refused all offers of mediation from the organization
and all efforts made b y Mayor
Lindsay. He stated
the
U.F.C.T.'s main objectives as
being
1. The reinstatement of all
professors dismissed, pending
hearings by groups of t h e i r
peers.
2. No reprisals against t h e
strike opposition.
3. Equal treatment of all faculty following their reinstatement.
"We are ready to mediate
at any time," stated Dr. Kugler, "but it takes two to tango."

McLaughlin
Resigns Vote
At St. Council
Freshman Class President
Joseph McLaughlin gave up
his vote on Student Council on
Friday, February 4, 1966 at
the Council meeting. Mr. McLaughlin stated; •·r r e s i g n
because I have to meet a financial obligation for n e x t
year in ore.er to return to
school. This resignation d o e s
not mean that I do not wish
to be a m ember of the Executive Board nor neglect m y responsibilities
as
Freshman
Class President. Rather t b e
opposite. "I am hoping that
since I have fewer duties I will
be able to serve my c l a s s
more fully."
Council President Al Record,
commenting on the resignation
stated that McLaughlin w a s
not voting as a member of the
Freshman Class but as an individual and member of t h e
Executive Board.
It ·was not unW March of 1964 that the council passed a
motion amending the Constitution granting the r i g h t s of
Council representatives to the
four c I a s s rpresidents. McLaughlin's vote is not transferable because the amendment
provided. that the vote be extended only to the respective
class presidents. At the time
of passage it was stated that
it was "frustrating" for the
class presidents to have votes
on the Council's Executive
Board ,b ut not on the main body of the Council. Mr. Record
added that, "McLaughlin has
always acted in a good capacity on the Executive B o a rd
and Coun·c u."

Gov·ernment
Cuts Loans
$119 Million
According to Mrs. C 1 a r e
Davies, the Financial Aid Counselor at Newark State College,
the Higher Education Act of
1965, passed in November, has
changed the method of application and payment of government loan funds.
The new bill places the distribution of loan funds in the
hands of state and private institutions, with the
federal
government insuring the payment of the interest. With
the distribution of the funds
to these agencies, the NDEA
National Defense Education
Act) expenditm·es were reduced from $149 mi11ion to $30 million.
Under the NDEA plan the college appropriated and distributed funds to the students.
Under the present state and
private plans, the student applies to the agency, who then
grants the loan
with 5 per
cent interest payable at this
time. The new bill recommends that the interest be
raised to 6; half to be paid
by the government and half to
the student. The student's repayment begins after graduation.
Mrs. Davies states that because of the reduction of NDEA funds, students, especially
those already borrowing under this plan, will find it
harder to borrow more m oney. However, the bill provides
for "opportunity g r a n t s,"
w h i c h are non - repayment
loans, directed to t he "extremely needy" in amounts I r o m
$200-$800.
One application is needed
for the N D E A, opportunity
grnnts, and work-study jobs.
Mrs. Davies suggests th a t
students apply a s soon as possible .

Frosh Prevail
In ' Intramural
SeasonOpener
The freshmen appear to be
strong challengers in the Intramural Basketball season. In the
first games of the season, both
freshman teams picked up victories over the sophomores,
while the seniors were forced to
accept a forfeit from the juniors.
The results from the February first games are as follows:
Freshman B, 51- Sophomore A ,
47. Freshman A, 40- Sophomore
B, 39. Seniors win by forfeit.
SCHEDULE
Feb. 14, Mon.

Seniors vs. Fresh . B
JuniOJ"s vs. Fresh A
F e b. 17, Thurs.

Soph. vs. Soph B
Juniors vs. Fresh B.
Feb. 21, Mon.

Senior s vs Soph B
Soph A vs. Fresh B

Support
Your

Feb. 23, Wed.

Playoffs- two games
1. first place team vs. fourth
place team
2. second place team vs. third
place team
F eb. 28, Mon.

Paper

finals - two games
,
1. winners of games of Feb.
23 for first and second place
2. losers of games of F eb . 23
for thir d and fourth place
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Tiq":e~iscussesN.J.
School Segregation
The New Jersey Committee for Integrated Quality Education
(TIQUE) held a meeting recently with Dr. Fleming, the Assist an t
Commissioner of Education.
Dr. Robert F. Allen of Newark State, honorary chairman of
TIQUE, issued a statement of the demands that were proposed"
to the Assistant Commissioner
and also sent to the Commis- Commissioner should -provid e
sioner in a telegram. He ex- immediate information of th e
pressed disappointment t h a t
nature and extent of segregathe Commissioner could not at- ted education in N.J. s chools,
tend the meeting. TIQUE ask- and require all school boards
ed for the organization of a
in district s in which racially
state coord-inating committee imbalanced.
classrooms ar e
of individuals and concerned found to exist to submit plans
community, civil rights, edu- to end the segregation (or face
cational and religious groups legal action) to an a d vi s oin order to take action to ry committee appointed by the
Commissioner.
cause Commission°r Raubinger t o respond a.f•. : n 1c<Lively to
A series of conferences and
these demands.
educational
programs f o r
teachers, administrators, a nd
The statement said that segregation in N.J. schools other school personnel w e r e
must come tu an end, and that suggested.
The Commissioner said in
it is the moral and legal reresponse
to the telegram that
sponsibility of the Commissionthe plan was submitted and is
er of Education to see that .it
1being' considered with o th e r
is brought about.
plans.
Dr. Allen replied that he was
In the past, the statement
said, the Commissioner h a s happy that the proposals were
played largely a judicial role being considered .b ut asked for
in the area of de facto segre- a minimum of c-elay before inigation, acting only upon cases tial action. Dr. Allen also re•b rought to his attention by the marked that the "'TIQUE proparents of minority group chil- posals are particula:-ly reledren. TIQUE expresses a de- vant to NSC because in t h e
sire for the Commissioner to township of Union there is a
take an executive role in the school, the Vauxhall School,
affair because the responsibili- which is just as segreg ated as
ty of providing for adequate any in Mississippi."
educational opportunity should
People from all professional
not lie only in the hands of groups and students are memthe pa:·ents of minority group bers of TIQUE, and prospecchildren.
tive members should contact
TIQUE proposed th a t the Di:. Allen.
The Committee Agaim:t Discrimination in Housing in N.J.
have already adopted the TIQUE prog!•arn of action.
( Continued from page 8 )
the game into a second overtime.
The Squires grabbed the
(Continued from page 8 )
lead, this time in just fo ur secand
Dubois put the Squires up
onds. Quinnipiac battled back
over
the 100 point mark for the
and took the lead 82-80 w i t h
j ust 15 seconds to play. The second time this season. ZiolSquires were not to be put kowski scored Newark's final
down that easily. A rebound by two point, hitting from the foul
Hromoko, with 7 seconds left, line.
The high scorer for the game
put the Squires into a th i r d
was Gleason of Montclair with
overtime.
The first 21h minutes of 25 points. Newark's h i g h
the third overtime were even- scorers were McVey and Diggs
ly matched. Then, Quinnipiac with 24 and 22 respectively.
NEWARK STATE
scored two baskets for a four
total
point lead 92-88. A rebound by
goals fouls points
Ziolowski made the score 92 4
24
McVey ....
10
90. The Squires still trailed un3
15
6
til two foul s hots by Insabella Ziolkowski
2
8
3
Dubois
........
.
evened the score with 48 sec2
16
7
Chilakos
onds to play.
2
22
The fourth overtime period Diggs ............. 10
2
6
saw Newark's freshman facing Palma ............. 2
2
12
Kernyczny
....
5
Quinnipiac as seven S q u i r e
starters sat on the bench with
103
five fouls each. For three minMONTCLAIR STATE
utes the Squires held Quinnitotal
piac. A scoring streak put
-goals fouls points
Quinnip.iac seven points in the
25
9
lead 101-94. The Squires closed Gleason .~_... 8
0
10
the gap, 100-103, but a freeze Neigel ....~ ~ 5
11
1
stopped their attack. A f o u 1 Bower .......~~ 5
0
2
against Quinn.ipiac in the l ast L a Metta .... ... 1
5
1
two seconds mad e the fin a 1 Apgar ............. 2
21
3
Oakes .......... . 9
score 100-104.
4
8
Covaleski ..
2
T
G
F
33
15
Ziolowski . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
4
2
Fudge
1
Mc Vey . . ... . .. . . . .. ..
9
6
24

Squires Fall

Dump Montclair

Diggs

................

Dubois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insabella . . . . • . . . . . . .
Chilakos . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parcell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hronoko . . .. ... . . . . ..
Palma • . .. .. •. ...... .

4
3
2

12

20
7
6

0

1
2
1
0
0
1

31

38

100

8
10
5
3

5
1
2
6

2

1
1

2
2

1

............ ..... ... "ii ... "y . ... ·-r
Schneider . . . . . . . . . . .
Lisnow . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cohen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F'aull<:ner . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lauan .. ... . .. ... ... .
McMorrow . . . . . . . . . . .
Hughes . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schindler . . . . . . . . . . . .
Koniuhesky . . . . . . . . . .
Strickland . . . . . . . . . . .

4

4

2
3

7
O

21
21
12
12
12
11
6

l

2

4

0
0

2
2
1

2
2
1

36

32

104

o

33

20

86

5

SCHEDULE
February
11 Jersey Oity
-~
State College .. .. Away
16 Glassboro Stat€ .... Home
18 q'renton State ........ Away
19 NCE ....................... Home
22 J ersey City State .. Home
26 Bloomfield College Hom e
March
5 Rutgers University
N ewark .
Away
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Squires Even_Record
Dump Drew 105-63
The Squir es evened their overall record at 8-8, d efeati ng Dre\9
University 0n Feb. 5, 105-63. This was the third time this season
the Sq uires went up over the 100 mark.
Poor passing in the first half kept both teams evenly matched,
until. with 5 minutes left, the Ssuire.;, led by McVey and Dubois
(12 and 10 points resoectivP]v l ,
NSC
picked up to pu]] ahead 47-38.
G
F
T
The Squires came into l h e
22
Ziolkowski
2
10
seconc'• half a tea m inspired.
7
2
16
They opened up with a 19 point McVey · ··
Diggs
6
15
3
scoring strea k while D rew was
Kernyzny
12
6
0
able to score only once. Ziol- Dubois
5
1
11
kowski accounted f o r 12 o f Chilakos
4
1
9
these points; D iirns, McVev, Insabella
2
7
3
Kernyczny, and Dubois contrib- H romoko ..
3
0
6
uted more points as the Squires Chandisky , . . ...
1
3
hit 15 of their first 17 shots to Palma
0
2
2
roll ahead 66-39. B efore the Burke ...
1
0
2
game ended, Newark had tack- Parse-II
0
0
0
ed on another 17 points for a
43 point victory over Drew.
45
15
105
DREW
For the first time this seaG
F
T
son, Coach Sullivan began subMakosky
12
24
0
stituting early in the game. Homer
2
5
lZ
4
1
9
This strategy seems to h a v e King
4
1
9
paid off with the biggest victory Clark
Campbell ..
2
4
0
mar gin for the Squires this sea- Parke
0
2
2
son.
K atz ....., . ... ...
1
0
2
1

Squires F_all To Quinipiac
104 - 109 In 4th Overtime
Quinnipiac College of Hamden, Connecticut struggled to
sq ueeze a victory from Newark Stale on January 28. The
game was literally a game and
a h alf as both learns tied in
three overtime periods. The
fourth overtime period spelled
doom for N .S.C. as Quinnipiac
pulled ahead for the victory,
104-100.

The Connectic ut school now
has a record of 13-4 as compared to N .S. C.'s 6-8.
The Squires controlled t h e
first half, leading at one time
b y eight points, but by halftime, Quinnipiac managed to

close to within two points, 3533.

After nine minutes of play in
the second half, Quinnipiac
caught up to the Squires and
passed them 51-49. It took the
Sq uires three m inules lo regain t h e lead. A jump shot by
McVey tied the score 57 - 57,
and two foul shots a nd a rebound by Diggs ejected the
Squires into a 63-57 lead.
But wilh ·,hree minutes 1efl
to play, Quinnipiac again took
the lead 66-65. It looked as if
Quinnipiar. would hold the lea d
t his time until, with two seconds left to pl ay, a foul was

committed a g a i n s t Diggs.
Shooting under pressure, Diggs
evened the score 70-70 and the
game was forced into an overtime.
In the first two and one half
minutes of the overtime, Quinnipiac scored lwo b as k c t s
against one foul shot scored by
Diggs. It looked bad for the
Squi1·es, until, with one and
one-half minutes showing, Ziolowski was fouled as he scored on a rebound. B y sinking
his foul s hot, Tommy evened
the score once again, forcing
(Continued on page 7)

Palma and McVey reach for rebound as Ziolkowski boxes out
P eter son players.

SQUIRES STREAK TO TOP OF ·CONFERENCE
Dump Montclair I03-8 6; Hold First
Newark Stale r olled to a 103-86 point victory ove r Montclair State College. This game on Feb. 2
was the s econd time Newark faced Montclair this season. Newark was t he loser in the firs t game.
73-70. Tha t was the only blemish on N ewark's conference re<:ord as the Squires now h ave
taken the lead in State C o 1 lege Conference p lay with a record of 4-1.
The opening six minutes of
,play were a good indication of
what was to come. Following
three baskets by McVey, Th e
Squires, Diggs, Ziolkowski and
Dubois romped over M o n t clair in an eleven point scoring
streak, setting Newark ahead
20-7. For the rest of the half,
Montclair never got closer than
8 points. Montclaii· ended the
half at the foul line, t r ailing
Newark 39-47 .
Ziolkowski led, the Squires on
a scoring streak early in the
second half. Tom scored t ,h e
first seven points which Diggs
and Dubois followed by hitting
fo r six more of a 13 point
string.
Th e heaviest Montclair scoring against the Squires came
in the fi nal 14 minutes of play.
They managed to score 9 points
in a row before Newark could
adjust with the score 69-54.
From then on Montclair dropDarryl Diggs 6' 190 lbs senior has been the leading scorer in
ped sl owly behind, trailing al
conference games for the squires. A four year veteran, Diggs
one time by 26 points (87-63).
is in the running for all conference honors and is also approachA six point spurt by Kernyczny
ing the 1000 point milestone.
(Continued on page 7)

Rap Paterson, Trenton State
Victorie., over Trenton State (J an. 11) and Paterson State (Jan.
16) put Newark State into a three way tie forr rrfirst place in the

New Jersey State College Conference.
In the game against Trenton, Newark Staet overcame a ragged
second half with a rally in the final minutes to u pset Trenton
The Squires, leading at t h e
half, 34-26, fell behind Trenton
of which were scored on foul
61-56. With about six minutes
shots.
remaining, the Squires star ted
Coach Sullivan, with a 59-20
a nine point run . Tom Ziolkow- point bulge, substituted freely.
ski started the s tring by hit- In the final 14 minutes of play,
ting for two jump shots, follow- the combination of D iggs, Kered by Daryl Diggs, hitting for nyczny and Insabella proved
the next five points to put the too much for P aterson as they
Squires ahead 65-61. With two held on to a 39 point lead.
seconds
to
go, Ziollrnwski
The
rebounding
off both
clinched the victory with t w o
bom-ds was dominated by Ziolfoul shots.
The high scorer fo r Newark kow~ a nd D iggs. Diggs was
also nigh scorer for the game
was Diggs with 20 points. Ziolkowski was next with 19 points, with °22' points ; McVey followed with 17. This victory gives
17 of which were scored in the
the Squires an overall record
second half.
of 6-7.
The third conference victory
for the Squires was a big 89-50
against Paterson State.
Trenton
Newark State started slow,
G
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6
anc!, until midway through the Wie·erak ............
3
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first half, they never led by Bell ................. . 5
1
Johnson ....... . ..... .
4
9
more than three points. A scor- Brateris ............ . 3
7
1
1
2
Poetsch
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.
ing s treak which lasted into the Nelson .............. . 1
1
2
1
1
second half then put the Squires Ruhnke ........... . . . 0
out ahead. The Squires reeled
14
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64
NSC
off 23 points, interrupted by a
G
F
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5
10
20
lone Paterson foul shot.
9
19
Ziolkowski ......... .
5
Paterson's high scorer, Steve Dubois ....... .- .•.... 3
5
11
1
3
1
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Clancy. found Diggs and McVey IMcVey
nsabella ............ .
l
4
8
0
4
too tough on defense as he was Chilakos .. .. ........ . 2
held to a total of 10 pain ts. six
29
19
GJ
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